
Sr no Lesson No/Name : learning objectives            
subtopic

Methology pedagogical 
methods

leraning outcomes Teaching aid Teaching 
place 

Is the 
lesson 
workshe
et ready

Reff books 
with pg. no.

No of 
lecturesreq
uired

Activity 
suggested -Tr 
name

Class activities,diagram,map work

1.Globes and maps Introduction of class and 
topic

interaction interaction Students will come to 
know about the 
communication skills.

Globe Geography 
Lab

Trek txtbk 
pg no 7,8.

game is planned where, the teacher will throw a 
ball,and the one who gets it first will introduce 
them.and these will simultaneously continue upto to 
the last student.  These will help to co-relate and help 
the student to introduce them and know them better.

Globes Tr will conduct an activity to 
explain the concept of rotation 
and revolution of the Earth .

demonstration Students will come to 
know about the 
concept of rotation 
and revolution of the 
Earth.

Globe,torch. Geography 
lab 

Trek txtbk 
pg no 7,8.

Globe and torch activity : Tr will keep the globe in 
darker room to show them how the earth rotates and 
revolves around the sun .

Maps:                Language 
of a map.                
Directions                  scale                        
colours and symbols                 
legends and key.

Tr will show them maps and will 
explain the topic with it

 discussion flash 
cards,maps.

Geography 
lab 

teacher divide the student into 2 grps,and will insrtuct 
the student accordingly to make them understand the 
term colours-what it indicate while reading maps and 
its importance.          Similarly, by showing the pictures 
of various symbols used in  reading maps.                         
directions :teacher will tell the student to observe the 
direction near the entrance of the school(if possible 
can be taken there.) 

solving the remaining in 
the note book.

 with the help of different kinds of maps,diffeent types 
of maps can be explained to the students.these 
includes:                  1.political maps      2.phyisical maps

2 Our countries and its 
neighbours. 

Introduction Tr with help of help of globes abd 
map wil make them understand 
about the continents and oceans 
and seas.

observation,expl
anation,discussio
n.

Students will me to 
know abtout the 
different states and 
capitals of India.

Maps classroom Trek pg no 
13,14 .

Tr will conduct a activity in which she will instruct the 
children to try and draw 

Unity in Diversity Tr will also explain the 
capital,rivers,main crops and 
occupations of different states of 
India

explanation,discu
ssion

classroom Trek pg no 
14.

Map work.

Our neighbours explanation,discu
ssion

classroom Trek pg no 
15
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3 The Northern 
Mountains and the 
Northern plains.

Introduction Tr will make a outline border and 
floor and make them explain 
about divisions of north and west 
India

Observation, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know the mountains 
and plains of northern 
India.

Images and 
pictures and 
maps.

AV room cosmos 
,trek txt bk 

Tr will shows images, pictures and flash cards to make 
them understand about the geographical forms.

The northern plains Observation, 
explanation.

Videos AV room cosmos 
txtbk,trek 
txt bk 

Tr will show them videos to the children.

4 The plateau and the 
Desert regions

Introduction Tr will explain the topic with the 
help of maps and globes.

Observation, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the 
different plateau 
region and desert 
regions.

Maps and 
floors.

Classroom cosmos 
txtbk,trek 
txt bk

Tr will conduct an activity of drawing maps on the 
floors .

The Great Indian desert. Tr will show them videos and will 
explain the topic to the children.

Observation, 
explanation,discu
ssion and 
interaction.

Video AV room cosmos trek 
txt bk

5 The coastal plains and 
the Islands.

Introduction Tr will explain the topic with the 
help of maps and globes.

Observation, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the 
different coastal plain 
and the Islands.

video AV room cosmos trek 
txt bk

6 The climate of India Introduction Tr will explain the chapter with 
help of lecture method.

Observation, 
explanation.

Students will learn 
about the difference 
between climate and 
weather and different 
types of seasons.

green 
classroom

cosmos trek 
txt bk

Sky observation:Tr will instruct the children to observe 
the climate carefully.

Seasons of India Tr will explain the topic with the 
help of watercycle.

Demonstration, 
Observation, 
explanation.

Science lab 
equipements.

Science lab cosmos trek 
txt bk

Water cycle model making activity.

7 Our Natioanal 
Resources --Forests and 
Wildlife.

Introduction Tr will explain the whole topic with 
lecture method

Observation, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the 
concept of resources 
its types .

Farm Farm cosmos trek 
txt bk

Tree observation                            tree plantation 
activity.

Types of forest Tr will show them videos on it. Observation, 
explanation.

Videos AV room - cosmos trek 
txt bk

8 Our National Resources-
-Water and Soils of 
India

Our water resources Tr will discuss the topic with the 
children.

Discussion 
,interactionand 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the 
national resources and 
its importance.

classroom cosmos trek 
txt bk



Soils of India Tr will show different samples of 
soil.

Observation, 
explanation.

Soil samples Kuteer and 
farm.

cosmos trek 
txt bk

Tr  will instruct the children to make layers of soil 
model.

9 Agriculture and 
minerals

Introducton Tr will make the children 
understand the processes of 
agriculture and its benefits and 
importance.

Observation, 
explanation.

Students will be able 
to know about the 
importance of 
agriculture.

Soil samples 
,grains and 
seeds.

Farm cosmos trek 
txt bk

Farming activity.                     Observation ,analysis and 
sowing seeds.

Mineral resources Tr with the help of soil sample will 
explain the mineral content in the 
soil.

Observation, 
explanation.

Soil samples Farm cosmos trek 
txt bk

                                                                                                                                      
10 Our Industries Introduction Tr will explain with the help of field 

visit 
Observation, 
explanation.

Field visit-Industry

11 Our Heritage Introduction of the topic: Teacher will show them the 
cereals,grains,spices and 
vegetables

Observation, 
explanation.

cereals, 
grains,spices,ve
getables

Farm 
,gazebo

cosmos trek 
txt bk

teacher will explain the uses of these food stuffs to the  
students.

festivals Teacher will show them the video 
on festivals.

Observation, 
explanation.

video AV room cosmos trek 
txt bk

with the help of  video only the teacher will explain 
different types festivals being celebrated in India.

languages teacher will ask them their mother 
tongue and with the help of this 
the various languages being 
spoken can be explained it to 
them.

Reading, 
listening, 
explanation.

cosmos trek 
txt bk

Through this student will be aware of different 
languages around them

12 Our History Introduction Tr will explain the wonderful 
history about 5000 years ago and 
its classification also.

Reading, 
listening, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the 
classification of history 
and importance of 
history in our lives.

sources of 
history and 
artefacts

Classroom cosmos trek 
txt bk

13 Emperor Akbar Reign of Akbar Tr will explain the saga of Akbar 
with the help of videos.

Reading, 
listening, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the life of 
Akbar.

Video AV room cosmos trek 
txt bk

14 Shah Jahan Reign of Shah Jahan  Tr will explain the saga of Shah 
Jahan with the help of videos.

Reading, 
listening, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the life of 
Shah Jahan 

Video AV room cosmos trek 
txt bk

15 Shivaji Reign of  Shivaji Tr will explain the saga of Shivaji 
with the help of videos.

Reading, 
listening, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the life of 
Shivaji

Video AV room cosmos trek 
txt bk



16 Transport and 
communication

Transport Tr will explain this topic with the 
help of charts and mind maps

Demonstration, 
observation,hand
s on, reading, 
writing

Students will come to 
know about transport 
and communication 
and its types.

charts classroom cosmos, 
trek txt bk

Communication Tr will explain this topic with the 
help of charts and mind maps

Demonstration, 
observation,hand
s on, reading, 
writing

charts classroom cosmos, 
trek txt bk

17 Organization that help 
us.

Our community helpers. Tr will explain the role and 
importance of community helpers 
in our lives to the children.

Reading, 
listening, 
explanation.

Students will come to 
know about the 
community helpers 
around them . 

Flash cards calssroom cosmos, 
trek txt bk

Tr will assign a project to children to show their 
creativity on project- Our neighbourhood.

Voluntary Organization Tr will teach this with the help of 
lecture cum discussion method

Discussion, 
questioning, 
explanation

Tr will even 
show videos 
and pictures

AV room cosmos, 
trek txt bk

18 Local self government Introduction Tr will explain the concept by role 
method - In which children will be 
given different roles and will act 
accordingly.

drama 
,debate,role play 

Students will come to 
know the role and 
their differenes in 
forming the self 
government

Plack cards. classroom cosmos, 
trek txt bk

Tr will conduct a debate on a particular topic .

19 Elections Introduction Tr will explain the term election by 
a debate competition 

drama 
,debate,role play

Students will come to 
know their rights and 
imporatance of 
leadership qaulity.

Plack cards. classroom cosmos, 
trek txt bk

Tr will assign a task to children for making EVM 
machine and tell them to elect their self government 
by voting for the capable candidate as their captian.

Political parties Tr will show students the symbols 
of various parties.

observation,liste
ning ,discussion

images. AV room cosmos, 
trek txt bk

tr will assign children to choose their own symbol for 
their own party and draw it accordingly.

20 Celebrating together Introduction Tr will conduct peer   among the 
children will ask children to explain 
points and to put their opnions on 
it.

Peer 
discussion,explan
ation,interaction.

Students will develop 
the responsibilty and 
duties towards their 
nation .

classroom cosmos, 
trek txt bk


